Installation of QuakeGuardian: (First make sure wine rack is securely attached to the wall)
Insert the bottle in to the rack and slide it all the way back. Next place the 1 ½” QuakeGuardian ring around the
neck of the bottle. The ring should be positioned as far back on the bottle as it will go. Put your thumb on the ring
connector and hold it to the rack. (Picture 1) While holding the ring connector in place with your thumb, slide the
bottle forward to ensure the bottle to stop where you want it when the leash is fully extended. Move your thumb
and ring connector with this action as needed. When you slide the bottle all the way back in to the rack, you
should be able to remove the 1 ½” QuakeGuardian ring off the bottle. (Picture 2) You now have the ring
connector at the correct spot on the rack. Mark this spot on the rack and remove the bottle. (Picture 3)
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Now the ring connector can be attached to the wine rack. (See Pictures 4, 5, 6 below)
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Attach the steel securing pin (supplied) to the wine rack. Start by pressing the pin in with you fingers. (Picture 4)
Then finish with a pair of pliers. (Pictures 5, 6)The ring connector should be able to move back and forth freely.
1/16” of space between the rack and pin for movement of the ring connector is needed.
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Now move the QuakeGuardian to the side and insert the bottle. (Picture 7) Slide the ring around the bottle and
adjust tag as needed for visual appeal. To change out tags in the future, slide ring off bottle and change tag.
Are there any guarantees?
The forces of a major seismic event can be extremely violent and cause the ground to move in such a way that
Any fastener, wine rack or wall could fail and cause destruction. There is no guarantee. But with QuakeGuardian,
it does stand to reason that taking diligent steps to secure your collection against earthquake damage will
considerably reduce risk.

